1. There are two main differences in a Learning Module and a content Folder
   a. There will be an added table of contents on the screen
   b. The professor can make a learning module so that a student must complete one part prior to going to the next.

2. The Learning Module looks like this.

3. Since the Learning Module has the Table of Contents, along with the Course Menu on the right, the screen available to view the lesson is not very big. It can be helpful to close the Course Menu and The Table of Contents.
   a. Collapse the Table of Contents
   b. Collapse Course Menu
4. Full screen viewing is now available for the actual content.
5. To make the Course Menu and Contents available again. Click appropriate tabs to first maximize Table of Contents and then maximize Course Menu.

SPH 107: FUNDAMENTALS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING

The general learning objective of this course is for you to improve your ability to communicate with others. You will gain general knowledge of communication principles and theory and will apply them in intrapersonal,